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ART. XLI.—Some 726w 11173nemlsfr0m tile Zinc 111757168 at
Franklin, N. J., and zVote concerning the Olzremz'cal Compo-
sition of Ganomalite; by S. L. PENFIELD and C. H.
WARREN.

THE minerals to be described in the present paper came for
the most part from the one-thousand-foot level of the Parker
Shaft on North Mine Hill. Unfortunately at the time that
they were brought to the surface, about two years ago, the fact
that several new species were being mined was not known, and
a quantity of material, which it is believed would prove to be
very profitable hunting ground for the new species, was thrown
upon the dump and subsequently covered up. Our attention
has been called to these minerals at difl'erent times by Messrs.
E. P. Hancock, of Burlington, N. J., J. J. McGovern, of
Franklin, F. L. Nason, of West Haven, Conn., F. A. Canfield,
of Dover, N. J., and W. M. Foote, of Philadelphia, Pa.,‘ while
both of the authors at separate visits to the locality have been
able to collect a few specimens. The new species were found
in a somewhat limited area, and it is especially interesting to
note the minerals which are associated with them, for they are
very unusual even for Franklin, N. J., and would seem to
indicate that peculiar conditions prevailed during the period
when these minerals were being formed. The associated min-
erals are as follows: Native lead{6 and ooppemL clinohedritej:
roeblingite,§ axinite in transparent yellow crystals, willemite in
exceptionally fine, transparent green crystals, vesuvianite, dato-
lite, barite, garnet, brownish-blaek phlogopite anda little frank-
linite. The presence of axinite and datolite containing boron
and of phlogopite would seem to indicate that the minerals,
part of them at least, have resulted from metamorphism brought
about by the action of intruded igneous masses either during the
pneumatolitic period When such masses were giving off heated
aqueous vapors carrying boron and fluorine compounds, or dur—
ing a period when heated waters, laden with mineralizing
agents, were circulating through the deposit.

1. HANCOCKITE.

This mineral was found in considerable quantity both massive
and in cellular masses of a brownish—red or maroon color, and
attention has already been called to it as a new species by
Penfield and Foote in their description of clinohedrite.” Thus

* This Journal, vi, p. 187, 1898.
1' Proc. Am. Acad. of Arts and SOL, xxxiii, p. 429, 18 98.
?;This Journal, v, p. 289, 1898.
§ 1bid., iii, p. 413, 1897.
[| Loc. cit.
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far it has been observed only in very small, lath-shaped crys-
tals, the largest being not over 0'5"”m in length and 0'15mm in
diameter, and these generally are so intimately associated with
garnet, axinite- and phlogopite that it was for a long time diffi-
cult to secure a specimen from Which a sufficient quantity of
the pure material could be obtained for the chemical analysis.
The accompanying figure is a sketch of one of the crystals as
seen under the microscope. The faces are striated parallel to
the longer axis of the crystals, and they round into one another
owing to oscillatory combinations. The terminal faces, neces-

 

 

 

sarily very small, are vicinal, and it has thus far been impossi-
ble to find any crystal from Which satisfactory measurements
of the interfacial angles could be obtained. As may be seen
from the figure the habit of the crystals is like that of epidote ;
that is, the prominent faces are parallel to the axis of symme-
try, and the crystals are terminated by two faces correspond-
ing to the form n (111) of epidote. On one of the crystals it
was possible to obtain approximate measurements With the
Fness reflecting goniometer by using a strong illumination
of the signal and the 8 ocular. The measurements, given in
the accompanying table, although not sufficiently accurate for
establishing an axial ratio, indicate that the forms and angles of
hanooekite are similar to those of epidote.

Hancockite,
A pproximate measurements. Epidote.

0A6, 001A101 : 36° 15’ 34° 43’
eAa,101/\]00: 33C) 45 29 54

CA9”, O(llATOI .2 63 63 42

9°Aa,TO]Ai_lOO : 55 30 51 41
72A72,ill,\111: 67 7O :29
cAn,OOlA'I]1 : 77 75 11

Although the appearance of the mineral in the hand speci-
men varies from a dark to a light brownish-red, single crystals,
as seen With a. pocket lens, have a yellowish-brown color. Crys-
tals like fig. 1, When examined with the polarizing microscope,
exhibit distinct pleoehroisxn, yellowish-brown for Vibrations
parallel to b, which corresponds to the crystallographic axis 5,
and somewhat variable for vibrations at right angles to this
direction, being delicate rose color at the attached end and
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grading to pale, somewhat greenish-yellow at the terminated
end. On some very small individuals the delicate rose color
was observed throughout the whole length of the crystals.
With crossed nicols the crystals show an extinction when their
longer or symmetry axis is parallel to the plane of the polar-
izer. In convergent light something of the outer rings of the
biaxial interference figure could be seen, accompanied by a
dark bar, indicating plainly that the optical axes are in the
symmetry plane. By rotating a crystal, when immersed in
the potassiu m mercuric-iodide solution, the optical axes could be
brought separately to the center of the field and their diver-
gence 2 V was found to be approximately 50°.
The luster of the hancockite crystals is vitreous, and the

hardness is about 6'5~7. Owing to the small size of the crys-
tals and their intimate association with garnet, axinite and
willemite, considerable difficulty was experienced in finding a
specimen from Which a sufficient quantity of pure material
could be obtained for analysis. A specimen, however, finally
came to us through Mr. Hancock, consisting of a cellular mass
in which the walls and the drusy fining consisted chiefly of
hancockite. By crushing this specimen, picking out the small
fragments and examining them With a lens, it was possible to
obtain the mineral almost absolutely free from the associated
garnet and axinite, which could be distinguished by their
lighter color. An attempt to separate the minerals by dif-
ferences in their specific gravity was not successful. ‘The
specific gravity of the carefully selected material was found to
be 4030.

Concerning the method of analysis the only points which
need to be specially commented upon are the following: After
separation of the silica, the lead was precipitated with hydrogen
sulphide and subsequently converted in to sulphate and weighed.
The iron and alumina were separated from the bivalent metals
by a basic acetate precipitation, reprecipitated by ammonia and
weighed as oxides, the iron being estimated subsequently by
means of potassium permanganate. The calcium and strontium
were converted into nitrates and separated by means of amyl
alcohol as directed by Browning.* Water was estimated by
loss on ignition. Careful tests failed to reveal the presence of
any ferrous iron. The deep ‘color of the crystals at first sug-
gested the idea that the mineral would be rich in manganese,
Which is by no means the case. The color, however, is prob-
ably due to the presence of some higher oxide of manganese
which is known to impart an intense color to silicates and was
estimated by the method described by Penfield.1'

*This Journal, xliii, p. 50, 1892. + Ibid, xlvi, p. 291, 1893.
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The results of the analysis by Warren are as follows :—

 

 

Partial
Average. Ratio. Analysis.

SiOL, 30°99 30°99 °516 SiO2 6 SiO2 30°88

131203 17°89 17°89 '173 2 A1203 17°99

Fe208 12°30 12°37 12°33 '07? ' '259 R203 3°00 F9209 12°96

MnQO3 1°38 1°38 °009 S --_.

PbO 18.47 - 18°59 18°53 °083 PbO 17°47

MnO 2°12 2'12 '029 1 MnO 2°96
MgO 0-52 -52 .013 ”367 R0 4°26 M20 1-02
CaO 11°50 11°50 '205 f CaO 15.3?

810 3°89 3°89 °037J 810 i 1
H20 1°62 1°62 °090 T120 1°06 1°62

100°77 100°23

The ratio of SiO2 : R203 : R0 : H20 approximates closely to
6:3 :4:1, which gives as the empirical formula HgR’QRmE
SisOw 01° R”2(R”’°OH)R”’2 (SiOQS. The general formula is
that of epidote, but the material differs from any variety of
that mineral previously deseribedin having° the bivalent metals
lead and strontium isomorphous with calcium. Owing° to its
color and the presence of manganese sesquioxide the mineral is.
allied to piedmontite. It will be Observed that the quantity
of protoxide, R0, indicated by the analysis, is a trifle high,
Si02: R0 being 6 24°26 instead of 6 : 4:, as it should be to sat-
isfy the epidote formula. The analyses, however, were made
with very great care, and in the determination of the calcium
and strontium the separated oxides were converted into sul~
phates and thus found to have the correct molecular weight.
The partial analysis given was made on material taken from
the same specimen as used for the other analysis, but the higher
oxide of manganese was not determined and strontium was
not separated from the calcium.

In its chemical as well as in its crystallographic relations,
hancockite is a member of the epidote group of minerals, and
should occupy a position next to piedmontite in a system of
mineralogy. It is especially interesting° on account of the con-
siderable quantities of lead and strontium which it contains,
elements thus far observed in combination with silicic acid in
only a few rare mineral species.

Before the bIOWpipe, hancoekite fuses with intumeseence at
3 to a black, slightly magnetic globule. The globule becomes
more strongly magnetic if heated on charcoal. With sodium
carbonate 0n charcoal a coating of lead oxide is obtained.
Reacts for manganese with the sodiumnarbonate head in O. F-
The‘ mineral is insOluble in hydrochloric acid, but, like epidote,
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after fusion it dissolves and yields gelatinous silica upon evapo-
ration. In the closed tube, at a high temperature, a little
Water is given off.
A considerable quantity of hancockite was taken from the

mine at one time, and it is the most abundant of the new
species described in this paper. It is named after Mr. E. P.
Hancock of Burlington, N. J.

2. GLAUCOCUROITE.

This mineral was collected by S. L. Pen’field in September,
1898, and was subsequently sent to New Haven for identifica-
tion by Mr. W. M. Foote, who had collected several specimens
of it earlier in the season. It occurs in prismatic crystals be-
longing to the orthorhombic system, and in columnar aggregates
imbedded in a white matrix. The largest crystals thus far
observed (10 not average over 2mm in greatest diameter, while
the length of some of the columnar aggregates somewhat
exceeds 10‘”.

Isolated crystals generally show the form of a prism m. (110),
sometimes in combination with a second prism 8 (120), and thus
far all attempts to find a crystal with terminal faces have proved
unsuccessful. A few penetration and contact twins have been
observed, the twinning plane being the brachydome (011), and

 
the vertical axes of the indiViduals crossing at angles of about
60° and 120°. Fig. 2 is an illustration of one of these penetra-
tion twins, drawn with the camera lucida as it appeared under
the microscope. On the twin crystals the pinacoid a (100) is
generally developed, althoughit was not observed on any of
the simple crystals. ,
The prismatic faces, although bright, were Vicinal, and con-

sequently it was difiicult to obtain reliable measurements of the
prismatic angle. The average of a number of measurements
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of mm 110A110, was found to be 47° 32’, and this angle,
taken as fundamental, agreed ve1y closely with the measme-
ments derived from the best 1eflectio11s.As te1111111a1 p1anes
were not 0bs01ved the a11g1e between the vertical axes of two
p11s111s in twin position was 111e11s111'ed'11111de1 the 1111010s00pe and
found to be 121°. 1‘18s11111111g1 the twi_1111111g plane to be the
brachydome (011), the angle of 011A 011 was thus found to be
59°, and taken as a fundamental 1111g1e.F1101n the foregoing1
11111da111enta1a11g1es the axia1 ratio has been 0a10111ated,and is
given below, together with the axial ratios of 111011ticellite and
0111ys01ite, to which species g1a11000h1'0ite is close]; 1',e1ated it
being a manganese 111011tieellite.

0'440 : 1 : 0566

01431 : 1 : 0'576

01466 : 1 : 0.586

Glaucocbroite, (1-: b ; c
Monticellite, ‘1 ‘1 ‘1

Chrysolite, “ “ cc

N0 11eliab1e reflections 0011111 be obtained 1110111 the second
prism 19 (120). Approximate 11101181111e111e11ts are 120/\ 120299°,
calculated 97° 16’ and mAs. 110A120, = 17° 21’, calculated
17° 86’. A rather poor basal 0101i1V11ge was detected, and meas—
urements 1110111 this cleavage onto the prism faces gave angles
of 90°.
The hardness is about 6. The specific gravity, taken with

the pycnometer is 3—107. The 11"110t111e is 001101101d111.The
111ste11 is Vitreous and the 001011 is a delicate bluisl1g1'ee11,ve1'y
similar to that of the aqua1na1ine variety of be11yl.Minute
crystals me almost 0010111ess,a11d 011 a few 01' the specimens
them were small areas Where the mineral exhibited a delicate
pink color.
The 0ptica1011ientatio11 is 11:0,1120 and c=a. The plane

of the optical axes is the base (001) and the acute bisectrix is
normal to the brachypinacoid b (010). The double refraction
is the10101negative. Prismatic 01'ystals se1ved' as plisms for
determining the indices of 1'1011a0ti011 01:11686 and ,8: 1722.
These values wele each (1e1ived 1110111 the mean 01' 101111111de-
pendent meas111e1nents which showed considerable vaiiation,
owing to the Vicinal cl1a1acter of the prismatic 1110es, but it is
believed that they 1"epiesent 11 close approximation to the t1ue
values. 011 11 section parallel to the pinacoid (010), which
measured 0'5 ><15‘1”“, the divergence of the Optical axes 101
yellow light, Na flame, was 111eas111'ed 011 the Fuess axial ang1e
apparatus as fo110ws: 2 E: 121° 30’ and 211 in a-1110110-
b11011111ap11-ta1e11e=83° 27’ . From these values 2V). was found
to be 60° 58’ and 60° 49’, respectively. The dispersion was
marked p>v. From the values a, )8 and V, 1)! was calculated
and 10111101 to be 1'735. The optical 011ie11tati011, dispersion and
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the character of the (10111110 refraction of glaucochroite are
like those of monticellite as determined by P01111016] and F01-bes.*
The indices of refraction f01-yellow light and the divergence

‘of the Optical axes, 2V, 0f g1a11000111-0ite, monticellite and
Chrysolite are given below for comparison:

a ,8 y y—a 2 V over a

Glaucochroite, 1-686 1-722 1-735 0-049 60° 51’
Monticellite, 1'6505 1'6616 1'6679 0'0174 75° 2'

Chryso’litej 1'661 1'678 1'697 0-036 920 14'

Very p111e mateIial 1301 the chemical ana1ys1s was obtained by
picking out the small 11118111at10 01ystals which separated readily
110111 the matlix. The results of the analysis by Wa1-1011 ale
as f0110ws :

 

 

 

Corrected Theory for
Ratio. analysis. CaMnSiO4

8104 31-48 '524 1'00 31-98 32-08
MM) 38-00 '535 1-02 38-60 37-97
0210 28-95 '517 '99 29-42 29-95
P110 1'74 — —
F00 trace 100-00 100-00

100-17

Leaving out of considelation the small amount of Pb0,w111011,
owing t0t3 its 11ig111110100111a1 weight, had 0111)? a slight effect
upon0the ratio Dthe ratio of SiO,: M110 Ca0=1-00: 1-02:
0,99 01 a 1-e1y 01ose appioxi111atio11 to 1: 1: 1. The f01111111a
0f g1au000111oite is the10f01-e CaM11SiO4 that of 111011t10e11ite
being CaMgSiO4.WTit11 the above a11a1ysis we have criven the
0011-ect0d analysis, after dlsl0ga1d1ng 1- 74 pe1 cent of P130 and
calculating to 100 p01 cent, and a1s0 the themetical composi-
tion 001-10spondino- to the 10111111121 CaMnSiO4. G1a11000111-oite
takes thelefme a place in the system of minel-a10gy next to
monticellite as a 1110mbe1 0f the ch1ys01ite g1011p.

Glaucochroite fuses quietly bef01e the blowpipe at about 3-5
to a brownish b11101: g10b1110, and imparts 110 00101- to the flame.
The powde1ed mineral dissolves e1si1y i11 hydrochloiic acid, and
the solution yieldsho-elatinous silica 1111011 evapmation. A little
of the concentrated solution, when brought in 0011ta0twit11 a
chop 0f s111p11111i0 acid 011 a watch o-1ass,gives a p1ecipitate of
calcium sulphate. With 0ithe1 the 11011111 01 sodium 0211b011ate
beads 21 st1011g 1ea0tio11 for 111anfran0se is obtained.

So fa1 as k110wn,0111y a sma11 amount of g1a1100011101te has
been found.1ts 01-ysta1s 000111 imbedded in a 11h1te matrix,
nasonite (see beyond), arid intimately associated with 1J10W11

* This Journal, 1, p. 135, 1896.
1 Des Cloizeaux, Memoirs de l’Institute de France, T. xviii, p. 591.
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garnet and yellow axinite. The name glaucochroite has been
glven to this species because of its color, from rykavxds=blue-
green and Xpoaa 2 color.

3. NASONITE.

This material constitutes the matrix in which the crystals of
glaucochroite are generally imbedded. It occurs 1nassive,0f
white color, greasy t0 adamantine luster, hardness about 4, and
hand specimens usually present a mottled 01' spotted appearance
owing to numerous inclusions of yellow axinite and brown
garnet, which are scattered rather uniformly through the
massive nasonite. The material that has been examined
consists of a few specimens collected by S. L. Penfield and
some sent to us by Mr. W. M. Foote.

Thin sections when examined with the polarizing microscope
show that the material is crystalline, and that the masses con-
sist of an intergrowth of crystal particles, some of which are
several millimeters in diameter. N0 pronounced cleavages
were observed under the microscope, and no crystal boundaries
were detected which gave any clue to the system of crystalli-
zation. In convergent polarized light, however, certain sections
gave a uniaxial interference figure, and, since the massive min-
eral broke up at times into rude rectangular blocks, it may be
inferred that the crystallization is tetragonal and that the
cleavage, which is poor, is prismatic and basal. The birefrin-
gence is rather strongland the character of the double refrac~
tion is positive.

Material for the chemical analysis was obtained by crushing
a large fragment and picking out the purest material by hand.
The specific gravity was found to be 5425, and the results of
the analysis by Warren are as follows:

I II Average Ratio

Si02 ----1s-47 18-47 1847 '308 3-00-
PbU ..... 65'84 65'52 65'68 '294]

ZnO _____ 0'84 0'80 0'82 '010 |

MnO __-.. 0'90 0’76 083 '011 '516 5‘03

FeO----- 0'10 —— 0'10 '001 r

CaO -___11'20 11'20 11'20 '200}

Cl----_‘. 2'80 2'82 2'81 '079

H20 ..... 0-27 0°26 0-26+9 -029

100‘17
Oxygen equivalent of Cl '63

99'54

i '108 1'05
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The ratio of SiOQ: (Pb+Zn +Mn+Fe+Ca) O: (01+OH) =
300: 5'03: 1'05 which approximates closely to 3: 5: 1, and,
since two chlorine atoms are equivalent to one oxygen, this
leads to the general formula R100128i602” R = Pb and Ca, and
only traces of Zn, Mn and Fe. Before discussing the general
formula further, it may be stated that there were observed,
intimately associated with the lmsonite, a few particles of
elinohedrite, HQCaZuSiOm and it is probable therefore that the-
small percentage of zinc (0'82 per cent ZnO) was derived from
a slight admixture of this latter mineral. It seems therefore
best to deduct from the foregoing analysis the Z110, and
sufficient amounts of SiOwCaO and HQO to form the elinohe-
drite molecule. The ratio then becomes SiOQ: (Pb+Mn+Fe
+Ca) O:(CI+OH)= '298: 4-96: '098 = 3'00: 5'01: 0'99 01'
almost exactly 3 : 5 : 1. Furthermore the ratio of SiO2 : PbO :
(Ca+Mn+Fe) O: (01+OH) = '298: '294: '202: '098 2 3'00:
2'97: 204: 0'99 01', very closely, 3: 3: 2: 1. Since Fe, Mn,
and water (hydroxyl) are present only in very small amounts,
they may practically be disregarded, and the empirical formula
expressed as Phflafll2 (Si207)3, 0r Pb4 (PbOlfi, (3214 (Si207)3.

Below we have given the analysis, after deducting 2'16 per
cent of elinohedrite, substituting for M110 and FeO equivalent
amounts of 0210, for the remaining 0'09 per cent of water
(hydroxyl) an equivalent of chlorine, and calculating to 100 per
cent, while, for comparison, the theoretical composition cor—
responding to the formula Pbflafil2 (SL207), is also given.

 

Analysis corrected. Theory.

SiOQ---_-_-_-- 18'32 1821
PM) ......... 67'32 67'68
CaO .......... 11'59 11'33
Cl ___________ 3'57 3'59

100'80 10081
O : 2C1 ...... '80 ‘81

100'00 100‘00

Before the blowpipe, nasonite is very apt to deerepitate, but
if a fragment can be held in the forceps it fuses at about 2 to
a semi-transparent globule, and the characteristic flame colora-
tion of lead is obtained. In the closed tube the mineral gives
a trace of water and an abundant sublimate of lead chloride,
the residual mineral fusing to an amethystine glass in the bottom
of the tube. The powdered mineral, When heated alone on
charcoal in the reducing flame, gives a White sublimate of lead
chloride distant from the assay, a yellow coating of oxide nearer,
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and globules of metallic lead. The mineral is readily soluble
in dilute nitric acid, and the solution yields gelatinous silica
upon evaporation.
The mineral is named after Mr. Frank L.Nas011 of West

Haven, Connecticut, f01"1ne11y 0f the Geological S111vey 0f the
State 01" New Jelsey.

Note concerning the 0/l6272i0661 Composition of GANOMALITE.

Nasenite is closely 1'e1ated to ganemalite, to Which the 0111-
1311'iea1 formula 131130112813011 has been assigned, a little calcium
being replaced by 1111111ganese. The foregoing formula, when
doubled, may be written as a slightly basic salt, as follows:
Pb4”PbO)”Ca(SiO7):” which is like the formula of 11as011ite,
eXeept that the bivalent basic lead oxide 1"11die111 (PbO) of
ganemalite takes the place of the two 111111a1e11t lead chloride
izadieals (PbOl) 0f 11as011ite. The analogy between the two
111i11e1'a1s,110weve1', becomes still closer if two univalent 1ead
hydroxide radicals (PbOII) are substituted for the bivalent
basic lead exide radical as follows: P1)4(PbOH)2Cag(SiQO7)3, and
we the to be able to show that this is undoubtedly the correct
f01'11111111 f01'ga110111a1ite. The am01111t0f water necessary to yield
two hydroxyls in the complex ganemalite 111019011le1s a trifle
less than one per cent, 11 quantity which 1111'0'11t have been easily
0ve1'100ked.111 two analyses of ganemalite f1'0111 Jakebsberg,
Sweden, by VVibergh, quoted bV S1001e11" 11eitherwate1 1101
less 011 ignition 111'e 1'e001'ded,while in 1111 analysis by Lind—
st101111L a less 011 iO'nition of 0'57 per cent is given, a11d,w11at
is 11180 very sig11ifie1111t,the presence of a 1itt1e ch101'i11e is
1'8001'.ded Lindst1'0111’s' 1111a1ysis'1s as follows:

   

A 1 . R t' 1:35:15;s1s Theory for
”3 YSIS' 310' lated‘“ Pb4(PbOH)gCa1(Sigo7)3

SiOz 18-33 '806 3-00 8102 18'51 18.56
PbO 68'80 '308 3-02 PM) 69-46 68-97
MnO 2-29 032 0110 11-40 11-55
MgO . ~11 003 -202 1913 1:120 '63 -92
0210 9'34 '167
CI 24 007 1 ,1. 100-00 100-00
Ign. -+57 9: '063 1 070 0 ’0
1X .35

100-03

The ratio of SiO: PhD: 0110: (OH+C1)= 3'00: 3'02: 1'- 98:
0' 70 01',exee1:>ti11g the hydroxyl and ch101"111e, a veryelose applex-
imatien t0 3. 3: 2:1, thus agreeincr with the ratio of 11as011ite.

* Gre01. F01. F01'11and1., Vi, p. 537, 1883. ‘1 Ibid., p. 663.
i X20110 0'02, A1203 0'07, F3203 0'12, alkali 0'10, P205 0'04.
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The water (loss on ignition) is 10W, owing undoubtedly either
Wholly 01' in part to the partial oxidation of the manganese
dining ignition. It18 also possible that a trace of fluorine Was
p1esent, since the amount necessary to bring the matio of
(OH-i-Cl+F) 11p to 1 would be trifling and might easily be
overlooked. In connection with Li11dst10m’s analysis we have
given his values recalculated to 100 per cent, after substituting
an equivalent of CaO for the small amounts of M110 and MgO,
an equivalent of watel (hyclroxyl)f01' chlorine, and disregard-
ing the 035 per cent designated as X. The theoretical com—
position corresponding to the formula Pl)(Pb.OH),Ca(81,0,3) is
also given, and, except for the wate1‘,whieh is 0 31 per cent
low, the agieement between the recalculated analysis and the
theory'1s most satisfaetmy.

Ganomalite is tetragonal, and, in all p10bability,n11sonite
crystall'1zes in the sa111ebsyste111,for,as already stated, the latter
is optically uniaxial and breaks out into rude rectangular
blocks, corresponding to the form produced by a combination
of the prismatic and basal cleavages. The cleavage of nason-
ite,11owever, should be designated as 13001,sca1'cely distinct,
while ganomalite'1s deseiibed as having distinct cleavages par-
allel to the pIism m (110) and the base:O Both mineralsbexhibit
strong positive birefringence. The specific gravity of nasonite,
5°125, is less ,than that of ganomalite, 5'738, Which would be

expected, for, although nasonite contains chlorine Which is
heavier than hydroxyl, ganomalite .contains more lead and
hence should be heavier. The pezcentages of lead aeco1ding
to theory are, respectively,nnasonite (1728 and g'anomalite 6898.
Thus1n their physical ploperties nasonite and ganomalite a1e
closely analogous, and it may be eonfidently expected, on the
one hand, that if eiystals of nasonite are discovered they Will
be tetragonal, thus conforming to ganomalite, while, on the
0t11e1 hand, ganomalite Will be found to contain water in suf-
ficient quantity to yield With the chlorine a ratio of 810,:
(OI—I+Cl)=3: 1. The two minerals fmnish an excellent
example of the isomorphous relation existing between chlorine
and hydroxyl in complex 1noleeules,11asonite being essentially
the pure chlorine compound hut containing a trace of 113d10xyl
(water), and ganomaiite being essentiallyb the pure hydroxyl
compound but containing a trace of chlorine. Both mine1als
contain a little manganese isomorphons With the calcium.
The acid, 1168120,, of Which nasonite and ganomalite are

salts, is intermediate between orthosilieic acid H”810, and
metasilicie acid, 11,8103, and it may be regarded either as
equivalent to thei1'algeb1110 s111n,01‘ as derived from two mole-
cules 0f orthosilieie acid byttakingmay one molecule of water.
The latter 1el11tion may be expiessed as follows:
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Two molecules of Intermediate or
orthosilicic acid. mesosilicic acid.

HO\ I-\IO
HO . IIO\
HO> 8‘ I~Io> Si
110/ 0
HO\

HO -
HO> Si HO> S‘
110/ 110/

The intermediate acid H62SiO is one Which has been 1ec0g-
nized by 1nine1a10gists,b11t its S‘i't'ltS have not generallyreceived
a plominent plac‘eb'1n the systematic classifications of silicates,
because they are not very 1111me1‘011s.G1'*0th calls attention to
the acid and its salts, and has given the name “19230222201226.962-
82‘2’222’6” t0 the acid. Ola1ke1Lbalso has discussed the chemical,
relations of the minerals of this group, adopting G10th8 name
(ZiOWf/lOSZ'ZZ'CZ'C 220222, and calling the 1nine1a1s 2220222208222062268.
The name 222'0222/20:92Z2'c20 seems, however, inappr'opliate, since
1168i20, is not an mthosilicic acid as the name signifies, but a
desriv2ative 0f 01thosilicic acid. We fee],the1‘ef01e', wa1’1anted
in suggesting new 11a111es,222e.9082'l202'0 for the acid and 2226808222-
0222568 for its salts, the 111efiX 222680 being derived f10n1 126’009,
signifying middle 01' between. The i11te11nediate lelation 0f
mesosilicic acid is evident from the following:

Orthosilicic acid, tWO molecules, H8Si08.
Mespsilicic acid, H86Si:O.
Metasilicic acid, two molecules, H642Si2:0.

The mesosilicates are classed by Dana in the small group of
“Intermediate Silicates” on page 416 of his Mineralogy, and
by Groth as “ 12226222226622222'12 82227222256” 011 page 138 of his
[765621920122 d6?“ M222e2°al2e22.
The commonest mesosilicate is iolite, the composition of

Which may be expressed as a slightly basic salt, as follows:
(Mg,1‘e)4A](A1. 0H),,(Si, 0),, although the tWO hydroxyls
maybe'111 combination With the bivalent metals instead of
with the a111111inium.One 0f the few lead silicates, ba1y81hte,
PbBSigO” is a normal salt of mesosilicic acid, as is also the
Franklin mineral hardystonite, Ca2ZnSigO” recently described
by VVolff4t Hardystonite is said to occur at the Parker shaft,
North Mine Hi1], but we have not yet observed it associated
With any of the new minerals described in the present paper.

* Tabellarische Uebersicht der Mineralien, IV Auflage, pp. 105 and 140.
1' Constitution of the silicates; B1111. of U. S. Geolog. Survey, No. 125, p. 81.
1; Proceedings of the Am. Acad. of Arts and SCL, xxxiv, p. 4.79, 1899.
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4. LEUCOPHCENICITE.

This mineral made up the larger part, of a specimen about
two inches in length and breadth by one inch in thickness,
which was found by Mr. J. J. McGovern of Franklin, and
given to C. H. 'Warren in 1897. It has also been observed in
small amount on a few specimens sent to us by Mr. W. M.
Foote. The mineral has a crystalline structure, vitreous luster,
hardness about 56—6, and is conspicuous on account of its light
purplish-red or raspberry color. It was supposed at first to be
clinohedrite, rather deeply colored by manganese. It is inti-
mately associated with willemite of almost gem-like quality
and beautiful light green color, and with small idiomorphic
crystals of brown vesuvianite, showing prisms of the first and
second order, pyramid of the first order and base. Occasional
crystal faces were observed on the leucophoenicite, but none
which gave any clue to the system of crystallization.
When small fragments of the mineral are imbedded in

balsam and examined with the microscope it may be seen that
the fragments are mostly irregular, although some are flat and
appear to lie upon imperfect cleavage faces. There also may
be seen irregular cracks indicating a second but not distinct
cleavage. In polarized light the extinction seemed to be
slightly inclined to the direction of the second cleavage, and in
convergent light an optical. axis was observed near the limit of
the field. The fragments showed a slight pleochroism, pale
rose for vibrations parallel to the direction of cleavage, and
colorless at right angles to this direction. These properties
indicate that the material probably crystallizes in one of the
inclined systems, although wholly satisfactory conclusions
could not be drawn.
Very pure material for the chemical analysis was obtained

by crushing a portion of the best specimen, and selecting the
purest particles by hand. The specific gravity was found to
be 3'848. The results of the analysis by Warren are as

' follows:

 

 

v I. II. Average. Ratio.

SiO2 .......... 26'31 26°41 2636 '439 303
MnO _________ 60'59 60°67 60'63 '854 i
ZnO ......... 4'03 3'72 3'87 '047
FeO ......... --_- ---- trace -___
MgO ......... 0-21 0°21 -005 }1-015 7'00
CaO ......... 5'64 5'70 5'67 '101
N320 ........ 0'39 -_-- 0'39 '006
K20 ......... 0'24 _ _-- 0'24 '002 j
HBO”---_---- 2'70 2'58 2'64 '146 1'01

100'01'
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Letting R stand for the metals (chiefly manganese) the ratio of
SiO2 : R0 : HQO is 3'03 :7'00 : 1'01, or a close approximation
to 3:7:1, and this leads to the general empirical formula
H2R7Si3014. Since water is not expelled from the mineral
in ueh below a red heat, the hydrogen must exist in the form of
hydroxyl, and, consequently, the foregoing formula. may be
written RAE.OH)’2(SiO4)3 or as a basic orthosilioate, exactly
equivalent to humite except that no fluorine is present. Con-
sidering the base wholly as manganese, the following is sug-
gested as a structural formula of the mineral, which certainly
appears sim ple and reasonable, and for comparison the structural
formula of humite is also given.

Leucophoenicite. Humite.

O i. O—M —-OH () . O—M — OHF

>Mn >l\lg
Mn<0> 1<() ... g<0/ l<0

Mn >Mo . O> O - 0 gMn<0>31<o—Mn—OH Mg<O>SI<O—Mg- (UHF)

Leucophoenieite is therefore a manganese humite, but it
contains no fluorine isomorphous With the hydroxyl. As
humite is a magnesium mineral resulting from metamorphism
due to fumerole or pneumatolitic action, so leucophoanicite
is a similarly constituted mineral, produced probably by like
causes at a locality Where manganese was abundant. It is
probable that the crystallization of leucopl‘ioenicite is analogous
to that of the minerals of the humite group, and, since the
examination of fragments of leucophoenicite in polarized light
indicated one of the inclined systems (page 351), it may be
inferred that its crystallization is monoclinic, With B290,
analogous to chondrodite and olinohumite, rather than ortho-
rhombic like 11umite.’ Furthermore, the discovery of this
mineral suggests the possibility of finding a. series of manga-
nese compounds, corresponding to proleotite, ‘cliondrodite,
humite and clinohumite. Attention may also be called to the
fact that Jannasoh and Locke* have'desoribed a variety of
humite from Valais, Switzerland, exactly analogous to leuco-
phoenicite in that it contains no fluorine.

Before the blovvpipe, leucophoeuieite fuses quietly at about 8
to a brownish black globule. In the closed tube it yields a
little water. Reacts forimanganese with the fluxes. The
powdered mineral dissolves very easily in hydrochloric acid,
and the solution yields gelatinous silica upon evaporation.

* Zeitschr. fi'u' auorganische Chemie, vii, p. 927 189.
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The name leucophoenieite has reference to the color of the
mineral, and was derived from kewco'a = pale 01' light and
9506ng = purple—red. .

There are other minerals from the locality, some of them
evidently new, Which have been partially examined, and it is
hoped that a full description of them may be given in a future
article. .

In closing we desire to express our thanks to those gentle-
men, named at the beginning of this article, Who have gener-
ously supplied us With material for carrying on this investiga-
tion, and especially to Mr. W. M. Foote, Who spent some
weeks collecting at the locality in the summer of 1898 and Who
has called our attention to a number of interesting specimens
and associations. '

Laboratory of Mineralogy and Petrography,
Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University, September, 1899.


